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Saint Cloud, Florida, February 10, 2015:  NOVA Integration Solutions (NIS) known for their advanced electronic 
packaging is entering into a mutual OEM relationship with Five9 Network Systems, LLC (Five9NS). The relationship will 
produce a Five9NS family of highly-specialized MIL spec convection-cooled servers and workstation products in support of 
their commitment to provide high-performance systems and storage solutions to the military market. These fully integrated 
Five9NS products will also be available and marketed by NIS using their world-wide Sales Channel. 

“The goal of the relationship,” says Michael Martyniak, VP of Marketing at NIS, “is to provide Five9NS with military-grade 
enclosures that can quickly be adapted to meet the ever changing PC server market.” Five9NS is committed to rapid 
deployment and is well known for their ability to quickly introduce Intel® based products shortly after their release. 

“Military grade products currently available on the market often fall behind the technology curve,” says Souheil 
Saliba, CEO of Five9NS. “Our goal is to provide MIL spec state-of the art competitive high-performance servers and 
workstations soon after the underlying architecture is introduced. As with all our other products, Five9NS will be able 
to engage with each of our customers and provide an optimized MIL spec product compliant to their personalized 
needs. The enabling partnership with NIS gives Five9NS the ability to customize all aspects of our products including 
the enclosure, I/O ports and the underlying motherboard technology.” 

About NOVA Integration Solutions:  NOVA Integration Solutions Inc. (NIS) is an innovative engineering-based small 

business providing advanced electronic packaging to include the design, manufacture and testing of sophisticated electronic 
equipment and embedded computers. The company is a leading provider of rugged and MIL SPEC enclosures currently used 
by the defense industry worldwide. NIS is known in the market for their custom airborne (ATR), ground mobile (LRU) and 
maritime rackmount enclosures. Rugged printers and custom backplanes are also provided to include a vast array of the high-
performance, platform-specific hardware solutions.  

For further information, inquiries should be directed to:   
NOVA Integration Solutions, Inc.  | Michael Martyniak, VP of Marketing | mmartyniak@novaintegration.com 
19 East 17

th
 Street, Saint Cloud, FL 34769 | (407) 559-3934 | www.novaintegration.com  

 

About Five9 Network Systems:  As a platinum level member of Intel®’s Technology Provider Program, Five9 Network 

Systems designs custom servers, workstations, and computing solutions to meet the exacting requirements of the OEM 
market. A focus is placed on critical time-to-market requirements, high availability and product life-cycle management. 
Five9NS provides extensive consulting and design expertise to ensure long term program success. With offices in California 
and New York, Five9NS has a proven engagement process that delivers rapid turnaround time for its customers.  

For further information, inquiries should be directed to:   

Five9 Network Systems, LLC | Souheil Saliba| saliba@five9network.com | 
3600 West Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303 | (650) 494-2220 | www.five9network.com | 
 

For more information on this new product line, the following link is provided: five9network.com/rugged. 
Intel is a trademark of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.  
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